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Dear Mr. AM,
THANKS FOR CHOOSING
Thanks for choosing http://www.astroconsultants.in/ and trusting us with your query and allowing me to
do the reading on your unique horoscope on the subject of LOVE and ROMANCE.
Please find below the Next 5 years [Till April 2017] - an overview of Love and Romance /
Relationship Prospects Report made especially for you:
Understanding your natal chart:
1. The 7th house stands for spouse, marriage, sexual desires, and general happiness.
2. The 5th house stands for love affairs, skills, thoughts, children etc.
3. In your natal chart, the 7th lord VENUS is placed in the 5th house with one more planet
MERCURY.
4. MARS is your Lagna lord and also lord of 8th house. It is in own house in Scorpio sign and it is in
RAHU – KETU axis.
5. Your 5th house lord is SUN which is placed in the 4th house (4th house stands for property,
Mother, domestic happiness, comforts, property (hereditary, landed, constructed), Fixed assets,
conveyances, Trade, crops etc ).
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6. JUPITER is the lord of 9th house (luck, journeys, foreign travel, fame, etc) it is in own house.
JUPITER is also lord of 12th house which is stands for bed comforts, losses, expenditure,
sexual enjoyment, foreign travels, moksha. etc
7. JUPITER is retrograde.

INTERPRETATION OF THE PERIODS MAJOR DASHA RUNNING PERIODS:
The current and next 5 years’ Dasha and sub Dashas:
MAJOR DASHA RUNNING PERIODS:
From balance of Year 2012 to April 2017:
Balance of Rahu / Mercury

up to 15th March 2013

Rahu / Ketu

up to 2nd April 2014

Rahu / Venus

up to 2nd April 2017

Rahu / Sun / Moon

up to April 2017

Since September 2002 you are running the Dasha (main period) of RAHU. Similarly, from August 2010
you are running sub - Dasha of MERCURY.
In the ensuing lines, we shall see that how this combination unfolds itself in a divine manner during the
sub-dashas.

Period wise forecast:
DETAILED READINGS:
May 2012 TO April 2013
1. By nature you are loving, sensitive and care for the attention from the opposite sex. You would like
to be admired and praised by the beautiful members of the opposite sex in your circle.
2. You are a passionate lover more mentally than physically and you are very emotional in love /
marriage matters.
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3. During this period, you are expected to have a sexually active life.
4. You are quite restless – in mood for changes, fond of music and experimenting with limited changes
/ variety.
5. You will be very gentle, sensitive and sociable during this period.
6. You have a sharp an active mind capable of weighing all pros and cons.
7. Your circle of friends will be large and you will be quite popular.
8. At times you will have serious differences with them because of ego clashes or misunderstandings.
9. Overall you will be much concerned with enjoying pleasant activities in your daily life.
10. You have good communication and interaction within your family, at this stage.
11. This period of one year will see you a see - saw of physical love, emotional attachments on side
and some imaginary threats to the happiness of the love / married life on the other side.
12. At times you could experience mood swings from very wild fantasies to too finicky mood to feeling
low or angry at times. This is best controlled through calming your mind through relaxation and
meditation.
13. Also you must take full care of your health as there are indications of bouts of illness, which may
make you irritable.
14. It would be advisable that you should be more concerned with making improvements in your nature,
thinking pattern, health and / or changes in your daily routines / food habits because of the concern
about the self, and anxiety about health.
15. You may also try some changes in your dress sense / looks.
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May 2013 TO April 2014

1. You're entering a period of calm and serenity.
2. Socializing and networking may not be very much favored during this period.
3. The circumstances shall take you towards stability though with some dryness.
4. Therefore, you may make use of this period favorably to bring stability in your mind first and
then in your relationship.
5. There shall be a harmonic atmosphere. You feel very close to the people you love, and they will
show you just how much they care about you.
6. Don't try and understand the unexpected nature of the wonderful vibe around you.
7. A word of caution – do not be selfish or self centered or pondering over the negative things in
life. Therefore, you will have to consciously ensure that there is peace, and happiness at home.

May 2014 TO April 2015
1. Similar to the 1st year (2012-2013), this period too is bestowing upon you more happiness, fame
and higher position.
2. This is also excellent period for growth in your professional capabilities as well upward
movement of career.
3. As a result, financial transactions benefit during this period as it is favorable period for
commerce.
4. This will lead to happy home, sound mind and a great bank balance.
Now some candid remarks:
5. You are likely to be very self indulgent during this period and end up getting some what upset as
a result.
6. Some of your fantasies or thoughts may be too finicky or mood angry at times.
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7. This is likely to frustrate harmonious aspect your energies, emotional, sensuous and
affectionate. In general you are going to be much unsure of expressing your emotions.
8. With regards to your abundant sensual desires now, don't rush things. Impatience needs to be
kept under control. Organize yourself and your thoughts so that appropriate actions follow which
suit your personality.
9. Socially you are likely to be very affectionate, fortunate, virtuous, and skillful.
10. Especially during this period, you have to fight off a tendency to be sharp tongued or critical.
11. Your love partner / spouse / certain people close to you may become very demanding, at times.
They may ask you to deal with thankless tasks that use up your precious energy. Avoid
spreading yourself too thin if you want to reach your goals.

May 2015 to April 2016
1. Most of the trends of the previous year will continue. You will express yourself in a very loving,
caring, sweet and affectionate manner.
2. This period also makes you anxious about your love life, love partners and related matters.
3. There could be some misunderstanding with someone important in your life. Therefore, in
general and especially during this period, keep things clear and simple from your side so that
you are not to be held responsible. Be cautious and explain your side of the story with simplicity.
If this person means anything to you personally or professionally, you make must make special
effort to not fall out with him, as it may affect you in future in more ways than one. No good will
come of being in disagreement.
4. Unless watched properly, you could be a little eccentric and at times nervous with regard to your
love matters.
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5. If controlled and channeled properly, you may be able to express your feelings and have the
other persons understand them.
6. However, if proper checks and balances are not maintained then there is a likelihood of tempers
may flaring up and you could be feeling bad later.
7. Appreciate the benefits of a calm and composed mind and consciously try adopting a balanced
approach.
8. On the positive side, there will be continuity of many of the trends from the previous periods
9. Interestingly, at the same time you have the potential to be quite unorthodox, innovative and
experimenting with love life and sex during this period but not so lucky in romantic matters.
10. You may like to get a lot done quickly, but it may not be always possible at this stage.
11. Just live life to the fullest in this period Good things don't always last forever

May 2016 to April 2017

1. You must shun all thoughts which make you melancholic or very conservative.
2. During this period, your circle of friends will be limited but close to you.
3. At times, during this period, you may feel slightly restless and will not want to focus on your
domestic responsibilities. You could be easily diverted or distracted. Your mind will be on your
friends and your time will be spent sending email or text messages or may be talking on the
phone. This is fine sometimes but not if it becomes a habit. Please ensure that you do not leave
any major jobs pending. After catching up with every one, though, make sure you turn your
attention back to your work.
4. While you will be more agreeable, happy, and creative, you will also be critical of others, at
times confused, slow or indecisive at times during this period.
5. Emotionally you are by and large stable but at times could experience self – contradictory.
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6. The choice is yours during this period – to choose between feeling frustrated or low on the
matters of love, companionship and call it an half empty glass or look at the blessings and good
things you are enjoying already and say glass is half full.
7. In fact it would be a good idea if you maintain a balance and fully reap the benefits of a calm
and composed mind and adopting a balanced approach.
8. Although you would like to have a happy and long life which is dignified and full of comforts, yet
there would be circumstances which would mar your relationship or happy married life and you
will have to be extra careful not let such a think take place.
9. Having fun through spontaneous playfulness, singing, dancing, lovemaking adds zest to your
time.
10. Such experiences and circumstances are likely to make you rigid or critical or unattractive or not
wanting to be in the company of friends / relatives.
11. There is likely to be some of disturbance of harmonious aspect your love life, causing
frustration, negative energies and disturbance of emotional, sensuous and affectionate self. In
general you are going to be much unsure of expressing your emotions.

BEST WISHES,
SUNDEEP KATARIA
ASTROCONSULTANT

Please Note: All Predictions And Opinion Provided Are Based On The Birth Data Provided By The
Querist. Any Discrepancy Or Doubt About The Birth Details Can Render The Entire Opinion Unreliable.
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